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1.0 SUMMARY
This is the Final Report for the Concept Definition Study of
Small Brayton Cycle Engines for Point-Focusing Dispersed Solar Elec-
tric Power Systems, NASA Contract DEN3-69. A point-focusing dispersed
solar electric power system comprises a number of solar modules, each
consisting of a point-focusing concentrator, plus a receiver and
engine/generator mounted at the focus.
This study addressed three first-generation Brayton cycle engine
types designated as Configurations A t
 B, and C. Configuration A is a
near-term* open cycle and Configuration B is a near-term closed cycle
gas turbine engine/generator. Both of these configurations are recu-
perated and were to be based on maximum use of existing hardware. Con-
figuration C also is a recuperated open cycle but will allow the use
of customized or scaled hardware that may require a longer development
program.**
To meet program cost and schedule objectives for a ear-term dem-
onstration engine (Configurations A and B), modified turbocompressors
from existing AiResearch engines, the Model GTP36-51 and the pacific
Fruit Express (PPE) respectively, were selected. Each turbocompressor
drives a 400 Hz generator through a gearbox. The longer development
term allowed for engine Configuration C led to the recommendation of a
gas bearing turbocompressor based on the Model. GTP36-51 aerodynamics,
but customized or scaled, if necessary, to optimum size, and a direct-
driven permanent magnet generator (PMG). This configuration requires
no lubrication since it uses foil bearings. The PMG also can be util-
ized to start the turbocompressor. All, three configurations require a
power conditioning system consisting of a rectifier and inverter.
The cost of a production version of Configuration C, including a
turbocompressor, PMG, recuperator, rectifier, controls and other mis-
cellaneous equipment, was estimated to be $5270 in 1978 dollars. This
cost was based on a production rate of 10,000 units per year. Opera-
tion and maintenance costs, based on component failure rates and
scheduled maintenance requirements, were estimated to be $98/year for
3300 hours of operation each year. For a thermal input of 72.7 kW ,
this engine will generate 19.1 kW of power (net) at the DC busbidr
(22.9 kW at the engine shaft), with?
 an overall efficiency of 26.3 per-
cent (31m5 percent at the engine shaft) on a sea level, 80°F day.
*Scheduled for initial testing in late 1980.
**Scheduled for initial testing in 1981-1982.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The Solar Thermal rower Office in the United States Department of
Energy's Energy Technology/Solar Division is currently conducting
technology and engineering development of point-focusing dispersed
solar power systems for applications in electrical, power generation.
This is a part of DOE's total program directed toward evaluating the
potential for commercializing dispersed solar energy conversion.
Responsibility for implementing these systems has been delegated by
interagency agreement to the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA) team consisting of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
and the Lewis Research Center (LeRC). The LeRC responsibilities
include investigating the technical and economic characteristics of
heat engines applicable to point-focusing, distributed solar power
systems. One of the system concepts being considered by JPL and LeRC
consists of a number of solar power modules, each consisting of a
parabolic solar concentrator (a point-focusing dished mirror), a high-
temperature solar receiver operating in the range of 650°C to 815°C
(1200-1500°F), and a recuperated Brayton cycle engine/generator (BE/G).
The engine/generator, and receiver would be mounted as an assembly at
the focus of the concentrator. This assembly is depicted in
Figure 2-1 for one of the possible Brayton engine/generator and
receiver configurations. The assembly is shown mounted on a solar
power module in the artist's rendering in Figure 2-2.
Figure 2-2 illustrates how modules might be combined to form a
solar power system or plant. Hundreds and even thousands of these
modules, scattered over uninhabited or unused terrain, each producing
15-20 kW
e 
of electricity, could contribute substantially to the
nation's electrical energy needs while reducing the consumption of
fossil fuels.
Alternatively, fewer modules could be used effectively for
smaller applications requ.(ring electrical. power.
	 These might be
remote military bases, shopping centers, housing subdivisions, apart-
ments, co-ops, irrigation pumping, large industries, etc.
The NASA Lewis Research Center awarded a -study program* (NASA
Contract DEN3-69) to The Garrett Corporation; AiReseareh Manufacturing
Company of Arizona, to evaluate the availability of engine hardware
for and the suitability of BE/G concepts for producing electric power
from such distributed solar energy modules.
*Concurren_t_­w­i'_t—h this study, a design study was conducted under JPL
contract NAS7-100/955136 by the AiReseareh Manufacturing Company of
California to conceptually design a point-focusing solar receiver
unit for use in conjunction with Brayton engine/generators.
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The study contract objective was to determine the most suitable
concept performance and life cycle costs of small gas turbine/
generator sets deemed to have economic potential for dispersed power
applications.
It was required that the BE/G investigated fall into the two cal-
endar time-dependent categories indicated by the following exerpts
from the Statement of Work.
Configurations A and B - This set shall be a modified engine/
generator derived from the contractor's existing product line.
Further, the modified Baseline BE/G Module shall be available for
testing in a full-scale solar facility in FY 1980. The Baseline
BE/G must represent a low risk approach with a high probability
and confidence of success for near-term commercialization.
Configuration C - This engine/generator set shall be based on
advanced designs incorporating new technology and having an
improvement in efficiency over a wide operating range and/or
reduction in costs (initial and life cycle) and an increase in
design life and reliability. The alternate BE/G module need not
necessarily be a direct derivative of the Baseline BE/G; however,
if such is the case, the design shall be based on an engine which
at this time is a unit well along in the latter phases of develop-
ment. This alternate E/G module shall be available for testing
in a full-scale solar facility in FY 1982. The addition of new
technology makes this alternate configuration a higher risk
approach than the baseline configurations and will require sub-
sequent development for commercialization some years later.
Configurations A and C are open cycle recuperated Brayton
engines, while Configuration B is a closed cycle recuperated Brayton
engine. All are configurations that could be built and tested in the
1980 to 1982 period. Production versions of these BE/G were also
defined in the study for use as a basis for estimating mass production
engine costs.
This study consisted of work under the following four tasks:
Task 1 - Parametric Performance Analyses
The purpose of this task was to conduct
analysis to provide necessary data to select
for each of the three Configurations A, B and
investigation.
a parametric performance
a Brayton engine design
C, for further detailed
Task 2	 C;once tual Designs
The purpose of this task was to establish the conceptual design
for each of the three engine types selected in Task 1.
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Task 3 - Interface Requirements
The purpose of this task was to briefly evaluate the interface
requirements for the AE/G and solar receiver.
Task 4 - Assessment of Producttan implementation
The purpose of this task was to assess the technology status,
production costs, durability, and growth potential for the selected
engine types.
Results of the studies conducted under these tasks are discussed
in following sections of this report.
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3.0 ANALYSIS AND SELECTION OF THE BRA'YTON
ENGINE/GENERATOR CONFIGURA3 vNS
The objective of the analysis was to prrsOde a basis for selec-
ting engine/generator designs suitable for operation with solar input.
3.1 Brayton Engine/'Generator TyPes Defined
The system diagram and general characteristics of the engine
types investigated are shown in Figure 3-1. (Nomenclature is defined
in Appendix A.) These were the open atmospheric arayton cycle (ABC),
the open subatmospheric Brayton cycle (SABC) and the closed Brayton
cycle (CBC).
The ABC engine draws in atmospheric air at the compressor inlet
and operates as a conventional recuperated gas turbine. Engine con-
trol to accommodate various insolation levels can be achieved by one
of two methods -- either varying rotor speed at constant turbine inlet
temperature or varying turbine inlet temperature at constant rotor
speed.
The CBC engine is a completely closed system utilizing a heat
exchanger upstream of the comer sreir In et to reject cycle gas waste
heat to the atmosphere. The X;v,sssure level of the cycle gas inventory
is regulated by the engine control system. Control to accommodate
various insolation levels is achieved by varying cycle gas inventory.
The rotor speed and turbine inlet temperature remain constant. The
CBC may, therefore, operate at essentially constant efficiency, tem-
perature, and corrected flow over a wide range of insolation. loypical
cycle gases are helium, air, argon, nitrogen, krypton, xenon, or mix-
tures of these. For dispersed solar power, air is considered the most
suitable and was used in this evaluation.
In the subatmospheric engine (SABC), the pressure at the com-
pressor inlet is 1/2 to 1/3 of atmospheric. This cycle type is farmed
from a conventional cycle by (1) connecting the turbine exhaust
through a cooler to the compressor inlet, and (2) venting the high
pressure side of the cycle to atmosphere at Point "A" or "B" in
Figure 3-1 to establish the,cycle high pressure equal to atmosphere.
The SABC engine vented at Location "A" and the ABC and CBC engines would
utilize a closed receiver conceptually similar to the receiver
depicted in Figure 2-1. The SABC engine vented at Location "B" would
utilize the open receiver shown conceptually in Figure 3-2. In this
receiver concept, ceramic elements are heated by solar insolation.
Cycle gas flows around or through the elements and is heated to
turbine inlet temperature. The rationale for venting at Point "B" and
utilizing the open receiver is the potential for lower production cost
of the receiver and the potential for operation at somewhat higher
turbine inlet temperatures.
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Although systems heated by insolation only were considered in
this analysis, each cycle type is also suitable for adaptation to
hybrid configurations, using a combination of insolation and fossil
fuel. Fossil heat addition, by means of a heat exchanger in series or
in parallel with the solar receiver is applicable to all three engine
types. Internal fossil fuel combustion can be used with the ABC type
but is applicable to the SABC type only if fresh air is introduced to
support combustion and combustion products are vented at Location "A"
in Figure 3-1.
Aplicability of various electrical generators and corresponding
power conditioning systems were considered. For simplicity, the E/G
parametric analysis assumed use of a direct drive permanent magnet
generator having an efficiency of 0.933. Section 3.5 describes other
generators and appropriate electromechanical systems.
3.2 Methodology for Engine Parametric Analys is
Parametric analyses were made of various BE/Gs to provide data
for use in selecting designs for cost effective solar electric power
modules. Major emphasis was placed on identifying designs that would
result in minimum specific cost (dollars per kilowatt) for the com-
plete module rather than attempting to minimize the specific costs of
a concentrator, receiver, or BE/G individually. Minimizing specific
cost of the BE/G alone will generally not result in a module having
minimum specific cost. Low weight and compact packaging were also
considered important design goals because of their impact on the sup-
port structure and mirror stadowing.
A computer was used to calculate engine power output and engine
cost for a range of design variables listed in Table 3-I. Weight,
cost and aerodynamic performance models of current productions com-
pressors and turbines were placed in the computer data bank, as well
as adjustment factors for rotor size and clearance, specific speed,
pressure ratio and other variables on which aerodynamic performance
depends. With this data bank, the parametric analysis can be used to
show the effect on engine performance, cost, and weight of scaling or
customizing aerodynamic parameters such as airflow, rotor diameter and
rotor speed to optimum values for any given engine Dower rating. The
program also can be used to show the engine speed for best performance
of an existing engine for which the rotor diameter is already fixed.
Also placed in the computer- data bank were models for a system power
balance and for the cost, weight and performance of bearings, gearbox
and production heat exchangers. A block diagram of the parametric
analysis methodology is shown in Figure 3-3.
Literally hundreds of possible engine designs were then calcu-
lated for interesting permutations of the design variables. The out-
put of the computer calculations are the engine estimated production
costs (ordinate) plotted against the electrical power outputs
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(abscissa) for each permutation of the engine design variables. The
slope of a line drawn from the origin to the coordinates of a par-
ticular engine design would be the specific cost of that design in
dollars per kilowatt.
All engine designs of a particular type (ABC, CBC or SABC) and
for a particular concentrator diameter (7, 9, and 11 meter) were
plotted on a single chart like the one shown in Figure 3-3. On this
chart, therefore, the values on the abscissa are also proportional to
engine efficiency. This is because all values of electrical output
power are for engines sized to work with a single concentrator diame-
ter, which produces a single value of thermal input power to the
engine. The wide range of electrical output power along the abscissa
is primarily a result of the range of recuperator size (or effective-
ness) selected for ana? ,ysis. Likewise, the variation in estimated
engine production cost along the ordinate is primarily ti;e result of
the recuperator size.
Cost effective engine designs are those falling on or near the
envelope of the plotted designs. The minimum engine specific cost is
the slope of a line through the origin tangent to this envelope. The
engine design determined in this manner would include a recuperator
size and values for the other engine design variables, that would
result in minimum specific cost for the engine alone.
For a complete solar power module, the choice of engine design
must be selected on the basis of module minimum specific cost, not
just engine minimum specific cost. The origin of the cost versus
electric power plot must therefore be extended to include the cost of
the other module components. Since the engine plot is for a single
concentrator diameter, providing a single value for the thermal input
to the engine, the concentrator and receiver costs were considered
approximately constant for all values of power output along the
abscissa. The costs of these components were therefore treated as
constant values, each added to the variable engine cost, resulting in
a plot of module cost like that shown in Figure 3-4. Using this modi-
fied plot, an engine design and recuperator size was selected that
should result in a minimum specific cost for the entire module.
3.3 Customized Engines for 1981-1982 Time Frame (Including Configur-
ation C)
It was defined that, to be available for full scale solar testing
by 1981-1982, the aerodynamic components for Configuration C would
utilize current AiResearch production aerodynamic designs (as repre-
sented by the Model GTP36-51) but with the rotor speed and diameter
customized or scaled, if required, to a size that would result in
optimum module cost for the specified thermal input power. Numerous
previous gas turbine development programs have demonstrated that such
a customizing or scaling can be effectively accomplished with good
13
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confidence in the mechanical and aerodynamic results, and with devel-
opment periods eaaily compatible with the requirement for full scale
solar testing by 198 :1-1982.
It was also defined that the turbine inlet temperature would be
held at 1500 0p , a value selected to accommodate the first -generation
metallic solar receiver and the first -generation metallic recuperator,
ducting and bellows.
Performance gains that might be expected from higher temperature
and improved performance, along with other concepts for further
increasing the cost effectiveness of the Brayton engine in mass pro-
duction are discussed briefly in Section 8.4.
Allowing the compressor and turbine rotor diameter and speed to
be customized or scaled to optimum values, the methodology descr;bed
in Section 3.2 above was used to define design points for nine
engine/generator cases. These nine cases consisted of three engine
types, (ABC, CBC*, and SABC), customized for each of three parabolic
concentrators (diameters 7, 9, and 11 meters).
The design point thermal input power to the engines from each
concentrator size was calculated using the initial assumption listed
in Table 3- II. These values are based on a NASA-provided schedule of
insolation for an average year, and the premise that the engine design
point should be optimized at the mean insolation intensity. For the
insolation 2schedule provided, the mean insolation was calculated to be
0.722 kW/m . With this insolation, the thermal input to the engine
from an 11-meter concentrator and receiver, for example, was calcul-
ated to be 45.2 kW . The calculated trend of engine cost versus output
power for the ABG type engine, for example, was as shown in Fig-
ure 3-5. Each point in this figure represents a complete engine
design based on one combination of the parameters displayed in
Table 3-I. A curve referred to as the envelope of minimum cost, can
then be drawn also as shown in Figure 3-5, which identifies the locus
of minimum possible E/G costs for a given electric power output." Simi-
lar analyses were performed and plotted for the other engine types and
concentrator sizes. The envelopes of minimum cost for the three
engine types using an 11-meter concentrator for example, are displayed
in Figure 3-6.
The minimum specific cost for the E/G alone could then be deter-
mined by constructing the tangent to the envelope of minimum cost that
intersects the origin. These are the minimums indicated by the tri-
angle symbols in Figure 3-6.
*Th is  section also evaluates closed cycle cases to be used as a refer-
ence for comparing closed cycle engines based on existing aero-
dynamics.
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TABLE 3-II. THERMAL INPUT POWER ASSUMPTIONS.
Parameter original Revised
Collector Size,	 (m) 7 9 11 11
Collector Efficiency,	 (n C ) 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.9
Receiver Efficiency,	 (77 R) 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.85
Design Point Insolation,	 (kW/m2 ) 0.722 0.722 0.722 1.00
Design Solar Input to E/G,
	 (kW) 18.4 30.4 45.2 72.7
Rated Insolation,	 (kW/m2 ) 0.900 0.900 0.900 1.00
Rated Solar Input to E/G,	 (kW) 23.1 37.8 56.4 72.7
t`
CASE = CUSTOMIZED ABC ENGINE
OR - 45.2 kW
(0.722 kW/m 2, 11m CONCENTRATOR)
T7 = 1500° F p
AMB	 - 800F, S.L.
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Figure 3-5. Example of Plotted Design Paint Calculations
for Customized Engine.
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For the purpose of this study however, the E/G design point that
results in a minimum specific cost for the total module was to have
been the basis for selecting the optimum design point, as discussed in
Section 3.2 and 3.4 and depicted in Figure 3-4. Since values for the
cost of the concentrator, receiver, and balance of the plant needed to
establish the origin for the curve of total module cost on Figure 3-4
were not well established at the time of this analysis, a value was
assumed for the total plant specific cost. This assumption, 1000
dollars/kW, fixed the slope of the straight line labeled. "plant min-
imum specific cost" in Figure 3-4. The E/G that will result in min-
imum specific cost of the module is thus determined by finding the
points on the curves in Figure 3y-6 where the tangent to the curves has
a slope of 1000 dollars/kW. These points are indicated by the circle
symbols in Figure 3-6. These circles thus define the selected E/G
design points for the three engine types customized for an 11-meter
concentrator with 0.722 kW/m 2 insolation.
This type of analysis was repeated for each of 3 concentrator
diameters to establish design points for customized engines over a
range of power ratings. Table a-1 in Appendix B presents a tabulation
of customized engine design points selected for the three cycle types
and for each of the power levels corresponding to each of the 7-, 9-,
and 11-meter diameter concentrators.
Evaluation of the above results especially those depicted in
Figure 3-6 1 led to the conclusion that, for the first generation open
cycle engine requirement the atmospheric type (ABC) engine is superior
to the subatmospheric type (SABC). This conclusion would require
review if some unique or unusual requirement were to impact the engine
design, such as an input that a major cost benefit might accrue from
the use of an engine type whose loop high pressure was exactly atmos-
pheric, thus permitting use of a lower cost reciever. For the pur-
poses of this study, however, no further consideration of subatmos-
pheric: engines was considered fruitful.
Wh;,le the study was in progress, technical direction was received
from NASA changing the design point thermal input energy, Q E , from the
original values shown in Table 3-II to 72.7 kW for the 11-meter con-
centrator. Performance characteristics for this engine are described
in detail in Section 4.3.
3.4 Existing Turbocompressors for Configurations A and B
To meet the requirement for full scale solar testing by 1980,
first-generation near-term Configuration A (open cycle) and B (closed
cycle) were to make maximum use of existing hardware, modified as
required since this 1980 test schedule would allow considerably less
development work than for Configuration C.
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The existing AiResearch engines (or turbocompressors) considered
as candidates for the near-term Configurations A and B, with appro-
priate characteristics are shown in Table 3-111# 	 Each of these
engines was classified according to its suitability for operation with
various modes of solar heat input including hybrid operation and the
results listed in Table 3-IV. As shown, on l y the AGA and WE turbo-
compressors were recommended for further evaluation for use with the
original design point thermal input power fuels (up to 45.2 kW) and
the GTP36-51 for the revised design point power level (72.7 kW ).
Figures 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9 are cross-sectional drawings of these canhi-
date engines.
Applicability of these existing engines or turbocompressors was
parametrically evaluated for a range of the open cycle (A) and closed
cycle (B) E/G systems design variables on the basis of performance and
cost. For example, Figure 3-10 shows the cost plot for the PFE turbo-
compressor evaluated over a range of closed cycle (CBC) engine design
variables. This analysis was similar to the analysis described in
Section 3.3 except that the compressor and turbine hardware were fixed
-and only the recuperation, cooling, pressure drop, N T, etc. were
allowed to vary. This type of evaluation resulted in selecting
design points for each power level for the AGA and PFE turbocompres-
sors as shown in Section 4.2 and Tables B-1I and B-I'II in Appendix B, and
for the GTP46-51 in Section 4.1.
Results of this analysis for the open cycle Brayton engine plot-
ted in Figure 3-11, shows that at the lower power inputs to the engine
and depending on the input power, the AGA, PFE or GTP36-51 would all be
suitable, the AGA engine best fitting the range. For the higher input
power (72.7 kW ), only the GTP36-51 turbocompressor is suitable. This
engine is a modern state-of-the-art engine developed for the U.S. Army
as a 30 kW generator set. Although this engine has not yet been pro-
duced in gNantity, it is designed for high-volume, low-cost production
through the use of simple elements and rugged cast components wherever
possible.
Figure 3-12 shows a comparison of the closed cycle engine can-
didates. The PFE turbocompressor produces higher performance.
On the basis of these comparisons, the GTP36-51 was selected for
the first-generation near-term open cycle engine Configuration A. The
PFE was selected for the closed cycle engine Configuration B.
Detailed performance characteristics of these engine/generators are
described in Chapter 4.
3.5 Part Power Characteristics
Part' power characteristics for the various engine types were
evaluated. The ABC and SABC types can vary either rotor speed or tur-
bine inlet temperature to accommodate power changes, while the CBC
type normally relies on changing inventory to vary system pressure
level for power level control.
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TABLE 3-IV, SCREENING Or EXISTING TURBOCOMIPRXSSOR NARf)41ARE
AGA BRU CCPS40 Prz T04D GTCP36^51
Ready Adaptability to Various Cycle Types
Pure S21ALAl221LC01002
open Cycle w/Closed Receiver ABC ABC ABC ABC
SABC $ABC
Open Cycle w/Vented Receiver $ABC SABC
Closed Cycle CDC CDC CDC CDC
Pi red Hybrid
,
Externall y	 AApplicatig(Parallel Receiver Only)
Open Cycle W/Closed Receiver ABC ABC ABC ABC
SABC SABC
open Cycle w/Vented Receiver SABC SABC
Closed Cycle CBC CDC CDC CDC
Internall y Fired H y brid Apelications
(Bither Parallel or Series Receiver)
open Cycle w/Closed Receiver ABC ABC ABC ABC
SABC SABC
Minimal Bearing and Rotor Dynamics
Modifications X X X
Minimum Mechanical output Mods X X X X
Some Production Study Background
Available X X X X
Adaptability to 1980 objectives X X X X X X
Recommended for Continued Study as
Applied to original Power Level X X
Recommended For Revised Power Level X
6.
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t
Figure 3-13 shows the part power performance of the open cycle
ABC with both constant speed and constant turbine inlet temperature
(T ) control modes. It can be seen that higher part power efficiency
foZ this engine type will be attained With a variable speed-constant
T system than with a variable T., constant N t control mode. (Even
t^iough it is an open cycle, the subatmospheric Brayton cycle SABC was
found to suffer a significant decrease in efficiency at part power
levels with either control mode.) The constant turbine inlet tempera-
ture, variable rotor speed control mode for part load was selected for
the open cycle engines as being in keeping with the objective for
maximizing engine performance over a wide range of operating cfndi-
tions.
3.6 Generator Selection, Power Conditioning and Management
3.6.1 Generator Selection
A tradeoff study of generators in the 20 kW size was undertaken
to determine the optimum generator for the application described in
this report. The main concerns were weight, cost, and reliability.
Table 3-V shows a comparison of generator types versus weight, effi-
ciency and size. The table also suna-tarizes the main advantages and
disadvantages of each.	 Both generator efficiency and efficiency
defined as busbar electric power (NEP) divided by engine shaft power
(CSP) are listed in Table 3-V. The latter efficiency includes the
gearbox efficiency, if a gearbox is required, and the power condition-
ing equipment, if required. The 60 Hz synchronous, 60 Hz induction,
400 Hz and DC generators require speed reduction gearboxes. The
assumed gearbox efficiency is 98 percent. The permanent magnet, Rice-
wound field and 400 Hz generators also require power conditioning sys-
tems consisting of a rectifier and an inverter. The assumed rectifier
and inverter efficiencies are 96 and 94 percent respectively. The DC
generator requires an inverter with assumed efficiency of 94 percent.
Further consideration of synchronous, induction and DC generators
was dropped because of weight and electrical system constraints. The
field-TVulated alternator (FMA) is in the initial stages of devel-
opment and, therefore, it was not considered appropriate for the
first-generation engine/generators. In addition, the output of the
FMA is single phase, so that three FMAs must be driven by one engine
and phased 120° apart or several FMAs must be summed together into a
set and the sets fixed at different phases. For these reasons, the FMA
was eliminated from further consideration. The PMG and Rice gener-
ators are smaller, lighter, and more efficient than the 400 Hz gener-
ator, but use of the 400 Hz generator was judges; most appropriate for
the near-term 1980 time period.
Thus, for near-term demonstrator Engines A or B, the 400 Hz gen-
erator was selected. The permanent magnet generator ^(PMG) is more
efficient, lighter and requires no gearbox.	 It is therefore a
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strongly favored candidate for the first-generation Configuration C
engine and even the A and B engines if sufficient development time
could be programmed into the schedule. (A cross -section of the PMG is
shown in Figures 5-11 and 12 in Chapter 5.)
The performance and characteristics of the PMG and 400 Hz gener-
ators were investigated so the power conditioning requirements could
be determined, and are shown in Figures 3:-14 and 3-15 respectively.
The 400 Hz generator output voltage is maintained constant by a
voltage regulator as the speed varies (Figure 3-14). The efficiency
of this generator increases slowly with increasing speed.
As shown in Figure 3-15, the PMG output voltage is linearly pro-
portional to input speed, therefore voltage regulation must be
included in the power conditioning electronics. It can also be seen
that the PMG efficiency increases slowly with speed and then levels
off.
3.6.2 Power Conditioning and Parallel Operation
Possible power conditioning schemes for the 400 Hz, permanent
magnet, and 60 Hz induction generators are shown in Figure 3-16. For
the 400 Hz and PMG systems, the rectifier converts the AC output of
the generator to DC, which is tied to a DC link bus. This DC voltage
is converted to three phase, 60 Hz AC .by the inverter.
The inverter would utilize transistors fired by the timing of an
integral 60 Hz crystal oscillator to set the 60 Hz frequency. During
grid operation, the inverter is line-commutated. During stand-alone
operation, the 60 Hz frequency is set by the oscillator.
The PMG would i,equire a more complicated rectifier and inverter
system than the 400 Hz generator since the output voltage of the PMG
is proportional to speed. Constant AC line voltage must be maintained
by the rectifier and inverter for this generator.
For parallel operation of the 400 Hz and PMG, it is envisioned
that a number of 20 kW engine/9enerator modules will be summed into a
DC bus of 200 volts or more and converted to 60 Hz by one large inver-
ter also as shown in Figure 3-16. Other constraints have been placed
on the generator and rectifier since they are used as integral parts
of the engine control system described in Section 6.1. The control
philosophy requires that the generator and electrical system absorb
all po,Wer delivered by the engine as it in turn absorbs all heat energy
produced by the solar receiver. If the power delivered cannot be ben-
eficially used, or if it persists for a time longer than the buffer
storage is capable of accommodating, the excess energy would be dis-
sipated in an energy load bank. If the user requirement is for more
power than the maximum rating of the modules, the buffer storage bat-
teries can supply energy to the system for short periods of time. In
addition, the buffer storage batter:as eliminate voltage transients
due to engine/generator control fluctuations.
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X
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EAL - ELECTRIC SAL - SHAFT WINVERTER DRIVEN DRIVEN
ACCESSORY LOAD ACCESSORY LOAD
^ MEP REP 400 Hz
	
NSP CSP
EGEN RATOR
x4
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SAL -SHAFT
W
 
DRIVEN
LOAD BANKS BATTERY BUFFER
ACCESSORY LOAD
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SWITCHING SIGNAL BANK
TO DISPOSE OR SHORT MEP REP PM	 NSP = CSPOF EXCESS RECTIFIER GENERATORPOWER IF STORAGE
REQUIRED IF REQUIRED
EAL - ELECTRIC-
ALLY DRIVEN
ACCESSORY LOAD
Figure 3-1 6 . Generator and Power Conditioning System Diagram.
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^µ
No rectifier or inverter would be required for the 60 Hz induc-
tion generator shown in Figure 3-16. A stiff 60 Hz bus powered by
other sources would be relied on for controlling the speed of these
induction generator modules.
K
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4.0 PERFORMANCE OF ENGINE/GENERATORS FOR 72.7 kWt
4.1 Configuration A
The Configuration A engine selected for the 72.7 kW thermal
power design requirement consisto of a GTP36=53, type turboAtmpr,essor
and a 269 lb recuperator with a nominal effectiveness ('E ) equal to
0.92. The off-design and part goad performance charactefistics are
plotted in Figu;xes 4-1 and 4-2 1 and tabulated in Tables 4- I and 4-I1.
The data in these tables is given in terms of the cycle shaft power
pressor pressure ratio, (rfy ^) turbine
 recuperator ator effectiveness (E ) com-
pressure ratio ( r ) , engine mass
flow ( M ) , and speed (N ) c Cycle efficiency nis tN^ ratio of CSP
to the tlhermal input poWr to the engine (QE)'CRIso given is the massflow (M) and inlet and outlet temperatures (T) , and pressures (P) of
the receiver and recuperator. Cycle station locations are shown in
Figure 3-1. A complete list of symbols is provided in Appendix A.
Figure 4-1 shows sea level shaft output power plotted as a func-
tion of heat input to the cycle,, Q, and compressor inlet temperature
(TI). Figure 4-2 shows similar daEa For 5000 feet above sea level.
Table 4-I shows Estimated engine performance at design solar
insolation of 1 kW/m and corresponding thermal input (Q ), of
72.7 kW . The data is portrayed for sea level and 5000 ft eMation
with am9ient air temperature from 10 °F to 1 .40°F. These data show that
the system would produce 22.9 kW of mechanical shaft power (CSP) on
an 80°F day with a cycle efficieAy n CSP of 31.5 percent.
Table 4-2 shows sips lar data for the case of a typical low solar
insolation of 0.4 kW/m and corresponding thermal input, Qof
30 kWt . Here the system would produce 8.1 kW at 80°F ambient t9per-
ature with a cycle efficiency of 27.1 percenlF.
The electric power appearing at the 60 Hz AC busbar will be-less
than the mechanical shaft power due to inefficiencies and losses in
the generator and power conditioning system. A 400 Hz generator was
selected for Engine A. This generator requires an AC-DC -AC power con-
ditioning system as shown in Figure 3 -16. This system consists of a
rectifier and inverter. The following is an estimate of the net elec-
tric power (NEP) appearing at the AC busbar for sea level, 80°F ambi-
ent temperature operatio4, with thermal input power QE
 of 72.7 kWt.
Cycle Shaft Power,, CSP*
	
22.9 kWm
Gearbox Efficiency, 0.98 	 0.456 AkW
Shaft Accessory Load, SAL
	 0.073 AkW
Generator Efficiency, 0.91	 2.01 AkW
Rectifier Efficiency, 0.96
	 0.813 AkW
Electric Accessory Load, EAL
	 0.428 AkW
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4Module Electric Power, MEP* 	 19.1 kW 
Inverter Efficiency, 0.94 	 1.143 AkW
Plant Parasitic Load, PPL 	 Neglected
Transformer Efficiency	 Not Required
Net Electric Power, NEP*	 18.0 kW 
The electric accessory load (EAL) includes power to run the controls
(28 watts) and the generator and gearbox compartment cooling fan
(400 watts). The shaft accessory load (SAL'), in this case, is power
required to drive the oil pump (73 watts).
The net electric power produced is 18.0 kW. The estimated over-
Nall thermal input to AC busbar efficiency	 EP/QE) is therefore
24.8 percent.
4.2 Configuration B
The B engine selected for the 72.7 kW thermal power design
requirement consists of the PFE turbocompressA and a 269 pound recu-
perator design and part load performance characteristics are shown in
Figure 4-3 and Tables 4-III and 4-IV. Since this is a closed cycle
engine, it is insensitive to elevation except for cooling airflow.
Figure 4-3 shows shaft output power (CSP) versus heat input (Q )
and compressor inlet temperature. Table 4 21II shows the engine cycle
performance at design insolation of 1 kW/m and corresponding thermal
input (QE) of 72.7 kW These data show that the system would produce
21.6 kW of shaft poAr (CSP) at design insolation with a cycle effi-
ciency'q of 29.7 percent. Tablg 4-IV shows system performance at a
typical M insolation of 0.4 kW/m and corresponding thermal input QE
of 30 Wt.
The 400 Hz generator
following is an estimate of
the AC busbar for sea level
QE equal to 72.7 kWtc
Cycle Shaft Power, CSP
was also selected for Engine B.
	 The
the net electric power (NEP) appearing.at
80°F ambient temperature operation with
21.6 kW 
Gearbox Efficiency, 0.98
Shaft Accessory Load, SAL
Generator Efficiency, 0.91.
Rectifier Efficiency, 0.96
Electric Accessory Load, EAL
Module Electric Power, MEP
Inverter Efficiency, 0.94
Plant Parasitic Load, PPL
Transformer Efficiency
Net Electric Power, NEP
0,432 AkW
0.076 AkW
1.90 AkW
0.767 AkW
0.861 AkW
1.053 AkW
	
17.6 kW
Neglected
Not required
16.5 kW 
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Figure 4
-3. Engine B Performance.
P.r.
TABLE 4-LII. ENGINE 8 PERFORMANCE AT DESIGN INSOLATION.
S. L. S. L. S. L.
10 °F 80°F 140"F
QE (kWt) 72.7 72.7 72.7
CSP (kW ) 25.489 21.591 17.923
71CSP (CWP/QE) 0.3505 0.2969 0.2466
GENERAL E 0.9164 0.9134 0.9105
r r 2.4083 2.1715 2.0116
r t 2.1717 1.9805 1.8521
Ml	(lb/sec)
1
0.6480 0.7064 0.7615
Nt	(rpm) 65,433 65,433 65,433
M3
 (lb/sec) 0.6318 0.6887 0.7425
RECUPERATOR Pin	 (psis) 45.877 51.350 57.182HP SIDE Pout	 (psis) 45.645 51.102 56.923Tin (
O F) 212 285 347
Tout	 ('F) 1102 1135 1162
M.	 (lb/sec) 0.6318 0.6887 0.7425(psia) 45.645 51.102 56.923
RECEIVER Pout	 (psia) 43.790 49.090 54.788T.	 (°F) 1100 1134 1161
Tau t	 (°F) 1502 1502 1502
M	 (lb/sec) 0.6381 0.6957 0.7503
RECUPERATOR pin	 (psia) 19.777 24.394 29.184
HP SIDE (psia) 19.351 23.985 28.790
°• ut (°F)m 1183 1216 1242
Tout	 (°F) 311 382 443
(lb/sec) 0.6478 0.7062 0.7617
COOLER Pin	 (psia) 19.351 23.985 28.790
WORKING Pout
	 (psia) 19.191 23.81.5 28.611
FLUID SIDE T. 	 ( O F) 309 380 442
Tout
	
( O F) 34 108 172
COOLER M	 (lb/sec) 2.0 2.0 2.0
COOLANT Tin	 ( ° F) 10 80 140
NOTE: Numeric subscripts refer to station locations shown
on Figure 3--1.
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TABLE 4-IV. ENGINE B PERFORMANCE AT A TYPICAL LOW INSOLATION.
n
.A
S. L. S. L. S. L.
10°F 80°F 140°F
QE (kWt) 30.0 30.0 30.0
CSP	 (kWt^ ) 10.780 9.2990 7.8365
77CSP (CSP/QE) 0.3592 0.3098 0.2612
GENERAL Er 0.9452 0.9440 0.9425
r 2.4830 2.2555 2.0845
rc 2.1728 2.0027 1.8756
Ml	 (lb/sec) 0.2806 0.3053 0.3302
Nt	 (rpm) 65,433 65,433 65,433
M3	 (lb/sec) 0.2735 0.2976 0.3219
RECUPERATOR Pi n	 (psia) 19.965 22.204 24.727HP SIDE Tout	 (psia) 19.773 22.000 24.515
°F)( 193 262 321
Ton
out	 (°F) 1126 1157 1183
M5	 (lb/sec) 0.2735 0.2976 0.3219
Pi	 (psia) 19.773 22.000 24.515RECEIVER Pout (psia) 18.958 21.116 23.572
T.( O F) 1123 1153 1180
Ton	 ( °F)out 1505 1505 1504
(lb/sec) 0.2763 0.3006 0.3252
RECUPERATOR Pin	 (psia) 8.558 10.372 12.393
HP SIDE (psia) 8.217 10.043 12.075Tout
(°F) 1180 1210 1235onTout	 ( O F) 262 330 388
M13	 (lb/sec) 0.2806 0.3052 0.3302
COOLER P.	 (psia) 8.217 10.043 12,075
WORKING Pon (psia) 8.099 9.915 11.942
FLUID SIDE Tout ( OF) 260 328 386
Tout
	
( OF) 11 81 142
COOLER M	 ( lb/sec) 2.0 2.0 2.0
COOLANT Tin	 ( ° F) 10 80 140
NOTE: Numeric subscripts refer to station locations shown
on Figure 3-1.
With reference to Figure 3-16, the electric accessory load (EAL)
includes power to run the controls (28 watts), the cooler fan
(433 watts), and the generator and 9earbox compartment cooling fan
(400 watts). The shaft accessory load (SAL) in this case, is power
required to drive the oil pump (76 watts).
The net electric power produced is 16.7 kWThe estimated over-
all thermal output to AC busbar efficiency 16P/QE) is therefore
23.0 percent.
4.3 Configuration C
Engine C, selected for the 72.1 kW thermal power design require-
ment, is based on current productiok aerodynamics (of which the
GTP36-51 compressor and turbine are typical), customized or scaled to
a diameter and speed that will result in the most cost effective
1500°F solar power modules. Engine C also includes a 269-pound recu-
perator. Engine C performance is depicted in Figures 4-4 and 4-5 and
Tables 4-V and 4-VI. The salient design point performance parameters
for the customed ABC engine configuration at this increased power
level are summarized below:
Thermal Input, kW 72.7
Cycle Efficiency,-r CSP 0.3137
Shaft Output Power, kWm 22.807
Compressor Inlet Temperature, OF 80
Turbine Inlet Temperature, OF 1500
Rotating Speed, RPM 75,085
Compressor Pressure Ratio 2.799
Recuperator Effectiveness 0.92
Bleed Flow Fraction 0.01
Pressure Loss Parameter, i3 0.8971
Compressor Diameter, in. 3.921
I	 Turbine Diameter, in. 5.057
Figure 4-4 shows sea level shaft output power (CSP) plotted as a
function of heat input to the system (Q E) and compressor inlet tem-
peratures (Tl ). Figure 4-5 shows similar data for 5000 ft elevation
above sea level.
Table 4-V shows estimated engine performance with an 11-meter
dish at design solar insolation of 1 kW/m and corresponding thermal
input (Q ) of 72.7 kW t . The data is portrayed for sea level and
5000 ft llevation with ambient air temperatures from 10°F to 140 °F..
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Figure 4-4. Engine C Performance at Sea Level Altitude.
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These data show the system would produce 22.8 kW of shaft power on an
80 OF day with a cycle efficiency nCSP of 31.4 pAcent.
Table 4-VI shows 94milar data for the case of a typical low solar
insolation of 0.4 kW /m and corresponding Q of 30 kW Here, the
system would produce 8.3 kW  of shaft power of 80 0F with ta cycle effi-
ciency of 27.5 percent.
A permanent magnet generator (PMG) was selected for .Engine C.
This generator also requires a power conditioning system as shown in
Figure 3-16. The following is an estimate of the net electric power
(NEP) appearing at the AC busbar for design point operation (sea
level, 80 OF, QE = 72.7 kWt):
Cycle Shaft Power, CSP	 22.8 kWm
Gearbox Efficiency	 Not required
Shaft Accessory Load, SAL	 None
Generator Efficiency, 0.94	 1.369 AkW
Rectifier Efficiency, 0.96	 0.857 &kW
Electric Accessory Load, EAL
	
0.299 AkW
Module Electric Power, MEP	 20.3 kW 
Inverter Efficiency, 0.94 	 1.217 AkW
Plant Parasitic Load, PPL 	 Neglected
Transformer Efficiency 	 Not required
Net Electric Power, NEP	 19.1 kWe
With reference to Figure 3-16 the electric accessory load, EAL,
includes power to run the controls (28 watts) and the generator fan
(271 watts). Engine C utilizes foil bearings, which do not require an
oil lubrication system and there is therefore no shaft accessory load.
The net electric power produced is 19.1 kW . The estimated
overall engine thermal input to busbar efficiency (NEP/QE) .is
26.3 percent.
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5.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS FOR ENGINE/GENERATORS
Conceptual designs were defined for each of the three Configur-
ations A, B and C, and included evaluating and selecting or defining
each turbocompressor, and the other components comprising a Brayton
Engine/Generator (BE/G) or Power Conversion Unit (PCU).
Typical PCU components are listed in Table 5-I. Applicabil-
ity of these components to Configurations A. B and C is shown
in Table 5--II, along with a comparison of the estimated component and
total weights for each arrangement. A summary of conceptual design
work and results is presented in following paragraphs and Section
6.0.
5.1 Turbocompressor and Generator Arrangements
Candidate turbocompressor and generator arrangements were
defined for both the open and closed cycle engines.
Open cycle engine candidates are illustrated by the schematic
representations on Figure 5-1. With two exceptions, the arrangements
for near-term Configuration A engines (Mod "O") were based on modify-
ing the existing GTP36-51 power section, and using it to drive various
gearbox and generator combinations. The exceptions, (Arrangements A-7
and -8) are based on the modified AGA turbocompressor. The latter two
are applicable only if the design point thermal input power level
becomes established at values lower than 72.7 kW t,
Figure 5-1 also illustrates arrangements for the customized Con-
figuration C engines (MOD "I"). All use gas bearings, PMGs and cur-
rent production aerodynamics. The aerodynamic components would be
scaled or customized to an optimum diameter and speed to be estab-
lished by the solar power module system analysis.
A similar definition and analysis of closed cycle turbocompressor
and generator arrangements was also accomplished.
Evaluation of these candidate arrangements consisted of assessing
development cost, schedule, and risks associated with each, to deter-
mine which arrangement would best meet the objectives for the three
Configurations A, B and C. Figure 5-2 shows the relationship among
some of the more attractive open cycle arrangements. As illustrated
by the figure, varying amounts of investment in terms of schedule time
and program costs will be required to move from near-term first-
generation demonstrator arrangements like A-1, which make maximum use
of existing engine hardware, to more prototypical arrangements like
A-5, C-2 or C-5. With this consideration in mind, arrangements
selected were as follows:
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TABLE 5-I. COMPONENTS COMPRISING A BRAYTON ENGINE GENERATOR
POWER CONVERSION UNIT.
Turbocompressor
Turbine
Compressor
Housing
Bearings
Shaft
Seals
Recuperator
Controls
Control Logic Module*
Control Sensors
Control Panel*
Control and Power Harnesses
Other
Ducts
Bellows
Insulation
Enclosure
Miscellaneous Brackets, Fasteners
Instrumentation
Pressure Transducer, Oil
Thermocouples, Turbine Exit, Oil Sump
Speed Sensor (Use Alternator Frequency)
Auxiliaries - Starter Motor and Subsystem*
Generator and Voltage Regulator
Gearbox
Housing
Bearings and Seals
Gears and Shafts
Auxiliaries Lube Pump and Subsystem
Accessories
Compartment Fan
Control Rectifier*
*Indicates PCU components that probably will not be mounted on the
concentrator at its focus.
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TABLE 5-II. 20 kW ENGINE/GENERATOR ASSEMBLIES -
WEIGHT ESTIMATES (LBS).
Arrangements
Concentrator -Mounted
Components A-1 A-2 A-3 B-3 C-5
Turbocompressor 148 118 118 125 97
Generator 50 50 10 50 6
Recuperator 269 269 269 269 269
Gearbox 50 50 - 50
Cooler - - - 80 -
Combustor - - - - -
Other Parts -
Ducts, Bellows, Filter 35 35 35 45 25
Insulation 15 15 15 15 15
Structure and Enclosure 40 40 40 40 30
Auxiliaries -
Lube Pump and System 15 15 15 15 -
Starter Motor 15 15 15 15 -
Adapter. Gearbox - - 10 - -
Controls and Accessories -
SF•nsors, Harness, Etc. 10 10 10 10 •10
?an for Cooler - - - 20 -
Gas Management System - - - 30 -
Fan for Generator - - 10 - 10
TOTAL* 647 617 547 764 462
*Excludes components that probably would not be concentrator-mounted.
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o	
	 Configuration A - Arrangement A-1 using the GTP36-51 with
oil y bearings, a gearbox and a 400 Hz alternaf;or
o	 Configuration B - Arrangement B-3 using the PFE with one gas
and one oil bearing, a gearbox, and a 400 Hz alternator
o	 Configur ation C - Arrangement C-5 using a customized
tur-bocompressor based on production (GTP36-51) aero-
dynamics, gas bearings, and a direct drive permanent magnet
generator
5.2 Configuration A
5.2.1 PCU
A conceptual layout and center of gravity for the Configuration A
PCU is illustrated in Figure 5-3, with the PCU profile as assembled on
top of the solar receiver, and relative locations indicated for the
connecting ducts. The compressor discharge and turbine discharge
ducts extend slightly beyond the shadow outline of the receiver, as
illustrated in the plan view.
The PCU is shown with a possible mounting structure. A mounting
ring consisting of an aluminum channel bent into a circle is located
near the combined center of gravity of the PCU and receiver. The ring
has 3 pintles projecting radially outward on which to connect the
support struts from the concentrator structure. The PCU and receiver
are supported from this mounting ring by tubular struts or other suit-
able brackets. The PCU concept is shown enclosed within a sheet metal
shroud for protection from the elements. Air is drawn into the unit
through a. filtered inlet and exhausted to the atmosphere through a
diesel engine type exhaust pivot cap or other suitable device.
Ducts connecting the components would be 4.0 inch diameter CRES
347. The turbine inlet duct would be fabricated from Hastelloy-X 6r a
non-cobalt containing alloy suitable for the temperature level. Hot
ducts would be insulated as required with MIN-K or other suitable high
temperature insulation. The materials initially considered for the
various components are listed in Table 5-1II. Miscellaneous design
and specification data for the PCU is listed in Table 5-IV.
5.2.2 Turbocompressor
The turbocompressor and generator Arrangement A-1 derived from
the GTP36-51 power section is shown in Figure 5-4. This unit has been
modified for external heat 'addition ,by removing the outer cast turbine
housing containing the tangential combustor and replacing it with a
housing containing duct connections for directing the compressor gas
flow outside the machine and the turbine gas flow into the turbine
nozzle inlet torus. The turbine torus would be modified, and insula-
tion provided to minimize heat transfer to the compressor discharge
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TABLE 5-111. ENGINE A - MATERIALS.
Component Material
Turbine Wheel Cast IN713LC
Turbine Shroud/Nozzle Hastelloy-X
Compressor Impeller CRES 15-5 PA
Compressor Housing Sand Cast Ductile Iron
Turbocompressor Shaft SAE 4340 Alloy Steel
Bearing Carriers SAE 8620 Alloy Steel
Exhaust Duct Hastelloy-X
Gearcase Aluminum Alloy
Gears	 (Typical) SAE 6260 Alloy Steel
Fins CRES 347
Plates CRES 347
Recuperator Manifolds CRES 347
Shell CRES 347
Turbine Inlet Duct Hastelloy-X
Ducting Turbine Discharge Duct CRES 300
a:
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TABLE 5-IV. PCU DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION SUMMARY.
Configuration A
Mode of Operation
Rated Thermal Power Input
Rated Ambient Condition
Ambient Temperature Extremes
Voltage
Turbine Inlet Temperature
Test Unit Life
Attitude Capability
Polar Moments of Inertia
Turbocompressor
400 Hz Generator
Solar (adaptable to fossil and hybrid)
72.7 kW
80 0F, sea level
10 O F to +140°F at sea level
-20 O F to +109 0 F at 5000 ft
200 volts, DC, nominal
1500 0 F, nominal
4000 hr, minimum objective
0 to +90 0
 roll
0.0212 lb-in/sect at 63,200 rpm
0.104 lb-in/sec t at 8000 rpm
Rectifier; 20 k", 94 amps, 213 volts, located on ground, 20 by
15 by 21 inches in size (generator and rectifier can be
modified to produce voltage required by system over a
wide frequency range)
Accessory Loads
Electrical: Generator/gearbox compartment cooling fan - 400 watts,
controls - 28 watts
Mechanical: Oil pump, 73 watts
Regular Maintenance Items: Oil, oil filter, air filter
yr
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flow from the turbine inlet flow. The unit, including the gearbox and
400 Hz generator, would have an overall length of 36 inches and a
diameter of 13.7 inches.
Arrangement A-1 meets the requirement for a demonstration type
unit based on minimum modifications ttc, an existing unit, and conse-
quently is the recommended design.
A more easily packaged alternate arrangement was investigated.
This unit (A-2) is shown in Figure 5-5 and involves additional
departure from the basic GTP36-51 design. The heavy outer housing has
been replaced by involute scrolls; to provide more efficient direction
and control of the gas stream. This arrangement shortens the overall
length to 29.8 in. and reduces total weight by 30 lbs as compared to
Arrangement A-1, (Table 5-I).
5.2.3 Generator
A 400 Hz generator was selected as the most reliable small power
source using present state-of-the-art technology. The proposed
machine contains a permanent magnet generator to provide the excita-
tion required for the rotating field. No brushes are used, thereby
reducing maintenance and increasing the time between overhaul. The
range of speed expected during operation will result in a variation of
almost 100 Hz from the basic rated frequency of the machine.
The normal efficiency at rated speed and load conditions will be
91-percent. Operation at the extreme ends of the speed range will
result in reduced efficiency due to increased internal machine losses
and reduced input/output power. However, this would be compensated to
some extent by the lower cooling fan losses at the low end of the speed
range. A solid state voltage regulator would be used to maintain the
correct voltage required by the rectifier connected between the gener-
ator and load bank. The generator weight is about 49 lbs. The voltage
regulator weighs 1.0 pound.
The electrical power rating is 400 Hz, 3 phase, 20 kVA, 56 amps,
120 volts line to neutral, and 208 volts line to line.
5.2.4 Lubrication System
The PCU lubrication system consists of an oil pump assembly,
filter assembly, miscellaneous control components and the engine gear-
box sump, as shown in Figure 5-6. The system provides lubrication and
cooling flow to the engine bearings, bearing mounts, and geartrain.
The oil pump is a positive displacement gear-mesh pump with the
gear shafts mounted in bronze sleeve bearings. The gears are fabri-
cated by powdered metal techniques providing low cost, high accuracy,
and long life. This technique has been used successfully in thousands
of small gas turbines. The oil pump is mounted in the gearbox under
the filter housing, and is readily accessible.
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Figure 5-6. PCU Lubrication System Schematic.
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The filter assembly consists of a 10 micron filter, filter cover,
filter pressure drop warning indicator, filter bypass valve, and the
system pressure regulating valve.
The engine gearbox sump is designed to collect return oil from
the bearings, mounts, and gear jets * into a sump configured to provide
lube pump pickup at any attitude from 0" to 90 0
 
in Plane "A", as shown
in Figure 5-7. This technique ensures a continuous supply of oil to
the pump. The design also provides gravity scavenge, sufficient dwell
time, and prevents the foaming normally associated with mechanically
scavenged Tube systems. The sump incorporates fill and drain ports
and an oil level sight glass that is located for servicing during
"park" (non-operating) position
The sump is constructed with fins to provide convection cooling
of the lube system without supplemental cooling. This technique is
adaptable to forced convection if unusual packaging or operating con-
ditions dictate.
5.2.5 Starter and Subsystem
The starting energy for the gas turbine will be supplied by two
12 volt lead acid batteries connected in series and rated for 62 amp-
hrs.
An automotive type 24 vdc starter will be used for starting the
turbine. The starter is constructed with a solenoid-operated sliding
gear to provide positive engagement during turbine start and accel-
eration. The starter engagement mechanism incc::porates an overrunning
clutch to prevent overspeeding the unit. Starter cutout is provided
at approximately 65 percent speed by electronic speed sensing circuits
in the engine control unit.
The starter weight is 25 pounds. A larger starter can be fitted
to the same mounting pad for operation at temperatures below 25'F.'
Starting energy is estimated to be 0.025 to 0.050 kW-hr per
start.
5.2.6 Performance Verification Instrumentation
The instrumentation to be provided on the PCU is as follows:
(a) The
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
rmocouples
Compressor inlet
Compressor exit
Turbine inlet
Turbine exit
Recuperator exit (exhaust)
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Figure 5-7. Engine Gearbox Sump.
(6) Recuperator -to-receiver
(7) Turbine bearing
(8) Oil sump
(9) Generator winding hot spots (external)
(b) Shaft speed sensor, independent of alternator frequency and
speed
(c) Pressure sensors:
(1,2)	 Compressor discharge and inlet
(3,4)	 Recuperator pressure drops (DP on both high and
.low pressure sides)
(5,6)
	 Turbine inlet and discharge
(7,8)	 Oil and fuel supply
(9)	 Filter pressure drop (AP)
(d) Vibration meters, 3 planes, (1), (2), (3)
(e) Flowmeters
(1) Fuel
(2) Oil
5.3 Confiqu.,ati.on B
5.3.1 PCU
Configuration B is a closed gas turbine engine/generator PCU!
comprised of components from an existing design. The turbocompressor
recommended is a development model originally designed for operation
as a railcar refrigeration unit driving a 400 Hz generator. The unit
was designated "'PFE" as it was designed and tested under a contract
with the Pacific Fruit Express.
A conceptual layout For the Configuration B engine/generator is
shown on Figure 5-8. This layout illustrates the system profile as
assembled on top of the solar receiver, and the relative location of
the connecting ducts. The 400 Hz generator is driven by a reduction
gearbox on the turbocompressor.
The unit packages completely within the shadow envelope of the
reference receiver. This unit extends 51 inches beyond the top of the
receiver because of the heat rejection heat exchanger (cooler).
F,ngine B, at a total weight of 764 lbs, is the heaviest of the three
configurations (A, B and C), as shown in Table 5-II. This is due
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mainly to the extra weight of Lhe cooler. The Configuration B
engine/generator is mounted in a manner similar to that described for
Configuration A.
Heat is rejected through a two-pass tubular heat exchanger and
atmospheric cooling air is drawn through the unit by a fan that
exhausts through the top of the unit to the surrounding environment.
Dycts connecting the components would be 3.0 inch diamet r
CRES 34:7. The turbine inlet duct would be fabricated from Hastelloy-X
or a non-cobalt containing alloy suitable for the temperature level.
Hot ducts would be insulated as required with MIN-K or other suitable
high temperature insulation.
The materials recommended for this system are listed in
Table S-V. With the possible exception of the cobalt-containing
alloy, Hastelloy-X, all materials are readily obtainable and easily
fabricable alloys.
5.3.2 TurbocomAressor
The PFE turbocompressor (Arrangement B-3) illustrated in Fig-
ure 5-9 consists of a radial outflow compressor and a radial inflow
turbine mounted on a combination of gas and oil journal bearings. A
gas foil bearing is located between the compressor and turbine, and an
oil-lubricated journal bearing is provided between the compressor and
gearbox to handle the heavier loads imposed by the spline drive.
5.4 Configuration C
5.4.1 PCU
Configuration C is an open cycle engine/generator PCU containing
aerodynamic components customized for 72.7 kW  design input power
level.
A conceptual layout for Engine C is illustrated in Figure 5-10,
showing the system profile and center of gravity as assembled on top
of the solar receiver. This configuration provides electrical power
from a permanent magnet generator directly driven at turbocompressor
shaft speed. The system fits entirely within the shadow envelope of
the solar receiver, as can be seen on the plan view. The system is
considerably more compact than the A or B Engine systems, no'd the
center of gravity is considerably nearer the collector focal point,
resulting in lower overhung weight.
Table 5-II lists component weights for Configuration C. The
total system weight is 462 lbs, which is considerably less than either
the A or B Configurations. The mounting structure for Configuration C
is similar to the mounting structure described for Configuration A.
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TABLE 5-V. CONFIGURATION B MATERIALS.
Turbine Wheel Inconel 713LC
Turbine Scroll Hastelloy-X
Compressor Impeller Titanium Alloy
Compressor Shroud 6061-T6 Aluminum
Turbocompressor Compressor Diffuser AISI 1010 Steel
Tie Bolt Inconel 718
Bearing Journal Carburized 1010
Bearing Carriers AISI 1010 Steel
Gearcase Aluminum Alloy
Gears (Typical) AMS 6260 Steel
Plates and Fins CRES 347
Recuperator Manifolds CRES 347
Shell CRES 347
Ducting Turbine Inlet Duct Hastelloy-X
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Also illustrated on Figure 5-10 are the relative locations of the
ducts connecting with the solar receiver. Component connecting ducts
would be 4.0-inch diameter 347 CRES. The turbine inlet duct would be
fabricated from Hastelloy-X or a non-cobalt containing alloy suitable
for the temperature level. Hot ducts would be insulated as required
with MIN-K or other suitable high temperature insulation. Air is
drawn into the unit through a filtered inlet and exhausted to the
atmosphere through a diesel engine type exhaust pivot cap or other
suitable weatherproof enclosure.
5.4.2 Turbocompressor
The turbocompressor/generator for Engine C is shown in Fig-
ure 5-11. This Arrangement C-5 unit consists of a radial outflow com-
pressor and a radial inflow turbine with a permanent magnet generator
between the turbine and compressor. The entire rotating group is
mounted on gas-lubricated foil journal and thrust bearings. The com-
pact configuration of this unit is characteristic of successful
designs employed on the BRU, BRU-F and Mini-BRU units developed by
AiResearch for NASA in recent years.
An alternate turbocompressor configuration was designed for early
applications where it might be desirable to have a removable gener-
ator. This configuration (Arrangement C-2) is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5-12. The unit has a back-to-back compressor and turbine overhung
on gas lubricated foil bearings, an adaptation of the AGA and GTP36-51
arrangements. The permanent magnet generator (also supported on its
own foil bearings) is driven through a coupling.
Still another alternate turbocompressor configuration Arrange-
ment PC-5 1 appearing very similar to Arrangement C-5 was identified.
The PC-5 Arrangement was designed for, and has materials selected as
i considered appropriate, for a commercialized configuration. This PC-5
Configuration was used for purposes of estimating production costs as
reported in Section 8.2.
5.5 Recuperator
All first-generation engine Configurations A, B and C were based
on use of the same recuperator core design. This recuperator would be
a plate-fin heat exchanger constructed by the basic bar-and-plate-fin
approach as described in Section 5.5.1. High-volume production PCUs,
on the other hand, will use plate-fin heat exchangers constructed with
formed tube sheets. Consequently, production cost estimates for
Configuration PC-5 in Section 8.2 are based on the use of formed tube
sheet type of construction.
5.5.1 Recuperator for Configurations A, B. and C
The recuperator for all three Configurations A, B and C is bar
and plate-fin type construction. This geometry affords considerable
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flexibility useful for developmental applications because the passage
heights and fin form can be varied independently to provide customized
units for any particular application.
Fabrication of a plate-file heat exchanger involves stacking the
plates and the chosen fin stock to obtain the desired matrix. The side
walls of each fluid passage are formed by a solid bar having a height
equal to the fin height and a length equal to the passage length. The
stack of tube plates, fin stock, and header bars is brazed using suit-
able alloys to obtain an integral structure referred to as the heat
exchanger core. Manifolds and duct connections are welded to the core
to obtain the completed heat exchanger.
An artist's sketch of the recuperator concept is shown in Fig-
ure 5-13 and a design summary for the recuperator is presented in
Table 5-VL. The construction material is 347 stainless steel. Dimen-
sions of the counterf low section of the heat exchanger are 14.7 inches
(flow length) by 9.7 inches by 19.1 inches. With the addition of
crossflow end sections, the flow length dimension increases to 24.2
inches.
Heat transfer effectiveness of this recuperator when used with
Engines A and C is approximately 0.918. Overall pressure loss, i.e.,
the sum of the low-pressure side and high pressure-side pressure loss,
is 2.77 percent.
i
Heat transfer effectiveness of this recuperator when used with
Engine B is approximately 0.912 percent. Overall pressure loss is
approximately 1.98 percent.
The core of the Engine B recuperator would utilize the same core
as the Engine A and C recuperators. Since Engine B is a closed cycle
four header ducts would be employed rather than three as in the
Engine A recuperator.
5.5.2 Formed Tube Sheet Recuperator for Production Configuration PC-5
For high-production quantities AiResearch has developed the
formed plate heat exchanger. In this concept the use of header bars is
avoided by employing plates that are formed to define the complete
flow passage. This feature of the formed plate concept avoids the
weld-over-braze operations necessary in attaching manifolds to header
bar core assemblies.
In the formed plate case, core stacking merely involves stacking
the alternate mating formed plates with the desired fin material sand-
wiched between each pair of plates. Brazing takes place at the formed
lip around the plate periphery, resulting in a sheet material-to-sheet
material joint. The brazed core requires only the addition of duct
connections to the integral manifolds to obtain a complete heat
exchanger.
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(TO SOLAR RECEIVER)
Figure 5-13. Recuperator.
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TABLE 5-VI. RECUPERATOR DESIGN SUMMARY.
.,	 .
High-pressure side
Fin type, counterflow
end section
Fins per inch, counterflow
end section
Fin thickness (in.), counterflow
end section
Plate spacing, in.
Low-pressure side
Fin type, counterflow
end section
Fins per inch, counterflow
end section
Fin thickness (in.), counterflow
end section
Plate spacing, in.
Plate thickness, in.
Counterflow section length, in.
End section height (in.)
End section ratio*
Overall heat exchanger core length, in.
Offset Rectangular
Plain Rectangular
16
10
0.006
0.010
0.125
Offset Rectangular
Plain Rectangular
20
10
0.004
0.010
0.153
0.015.
14.7'
4.8
0.59
24.2
Heat exchanger core width, in. 	 9.7
Heat exchanger stack height, in. 	 19.1
*Ratio of projected LP passage width to core width.
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An artist's sketch of the unit is shown in Figure 5-14. As dis-
cussed above, this heat exchanger will utilize the formed tube sheet
method of construction rather then the conventional tube sheet/side
bar "log cabin" approach.
Since special tooling is required for the tube sheets, this
method of construction is most suitable for high volume production.
At high production rates, the formed tube sheet design represents a
low-cost approach to heat exchanger manufacture. in addition, the
elimination of the bulky header bars and side bars from this config-
uration reduces thermal lags during start-up and shutdown and thus
increases the potential cycle life of this design relative to conven-
tional construction. The material for this heat exchanger is 409
stainless steel.
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(EXHAUST)
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(FROM COMPRESSOR)
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H.P. AIR OUT
i:^
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L.P. Al R IN(FROM TURBINE)
Figure 5-14. Production Recuperator for Configuration PC.
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6.0 CONTROL AND STARTING SYSTEMS
The control and starting system concept for a dispersed solar
plant using Brayton engines must take into account conditions or
requirements such as those listed in Table 6-I. In summary, the control
and starting system should be fully automatic, should be "energy
source following" (rather than the more conventional "load
following") and should allow efficient part power operation.
6.1 Control System Conceptual Design - Open Cycle
6.1.1 Brayton E/G Characteristics and Other Variables Influencin
Control System Design
The principal variables involved in the control system design are
listed in Table 6-II along with limiting values considered in the
study.
Two methods of providing part-power control of the open cycle
BE/G for the range of insolation and ambient conditions shown were
considered:
(a) Keep NT constant and reduce T7
(b) Keep T7
 constant and reduce NT
To obtain the goal of maximizing BE/G efficiency over a wide range
of operating conditions, it was decided to use method (b) and control
the engine to operate at design T7 (1500°F) under all ambient con-
ditions and levels of insolations. Comparing Curve B with Curve A on
Figure 6-1 illustrates part-load efficiency advantage of this control
concept. With this control concept the enginespeed (N ) will reduce
as the insolation or input thermal power (Q ) falls of LT, as shown in
Figure 6-2. The corresponding reduction H output power (CSP) and
change in efficiency ('q) are also noted on this figure. Variations of
ambient pressure and temperature will cause similar changes in these
variables. The effect of ambient temperature on BE/G operation having
a constant T7 control is shown on Figure 6-3 and the -effect of ambient
pressure (altitude) is shown on Figure 6-4. The combined effect of
insolation, ambient pressure and temperature is shown on Figure 6-5.'
From Figure 6-5 where the values have been normalized to 10 at
the design point, it is seen that the engine rotor speed for 72.7 kW
rated thermal input may vary from a low of 92 percent at sea level, 104
to a high of 111 percent at 5000 feet, 109°F. With thermal input power
reduced to 30 kW t , the engine rotor speed is 75 percent of design at
sea level, 80°F and drops to 68 percent at sea level, 10°F.
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As power level is reduced with a constant T7 control, the result-
ing rotor speed decrease causes the turbine exit temperature (T 0 ) and
recuperator inlet temperature (Tl ) to increase as shown by thi oper-
ating line on Figure 6-6. For soml BE/G designs, there may be a T i or
T temperature limit based upon, the turbine exducer or recuperator
mlierial properties. If so, ;,here will be some low value of power
level (hence low rotor speed) below which the constant T7 Control must
be biased to avoid exceeding the 	 or T limits. This will cause T
to fall below its otherwise const &MOt 150 i F design value. The effect
of such a case is illustrated by Curve C on Figure 6-1.
6.1.2 System Control Conceptual Design,
The constant turbine inlet temperature variable speed control
concept is shown in Figure 6-7. Actual turbine inlet temperature is
compared to the temperature setpoint (1500°F) to provide an error
signal. This error signal is conditioned to generate a speed setpoint
which is compared to actual speed. The resulting error signal gener-
ates a current command signal, which is sent to the control rectifier
as shown in Figure 6-8. The control rectifier modifies the output
current until it equals the current command. Increasing or decreasing
the actual current, increases or decreases, respectively, the load on
the generator. A change in load, changes the engine speed, thereby
closing the speed control loop. Increasing or decreasing the speed,
decreases or increases the temperature respectively, thereby closing
the loop on temperature.
The control portion of the control rectifier is a transistorized
chopper circuit. The chopper circuit is a duty cycle modulator whose
output voltage is its input voltage multiplied by the duty cycle.
Rated output current from the control rectifier is 94 amps at
213 v. This load current can be varied` electronically by the input
current command from the engine controller. A command voltage varying
from 0 v to ±10 v scales to a load current ranging from 0 to 100 amps
dc. The control logic compares the output do current to the current
command and automatically adjusts the chopper duty cycle to attain the
commanded current. The control logic derives operating power from the
variable frequency generator power.
The control rectifier is packagedin a natural convection cooled
cabinet measuring 20 in. wide x 15 in. deep x 21 in. high. The esti-
mated weight is 75 pounds. The estimated full load efficiency is 96
percent.
6.2 Engine Startup and Shutdown
When the concentrator has been pointed towards the sun and the
insolation has increased so that the receiver is hot enough to start
engine operation, the engine control will receive a signal and initi-
ate the start sequence. The starter motor will engage and accelerate
DE, kW
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the turbocompressor to approximately 65 percent speed. After T
increases, the engine should be self-sustaining at this speed and thZ
starter motor will disengage. Since the control logic normally
attempts to increase T7 to 1500°F by reducing N , the N logic must.
contain a low N limit that is greater than the elf-susi^ining speed
to allow the sttart cycle to continue. As the insolation increases,
turbine inlet temperature will increase to 1540° F and, with further
increases, the speed setpoint will be continuously reset upward to
maintain a constant 1500 OF turbine inlet temperature.
A preset interval timer will start when the starter motor is
engaged. The engine control will turn off the starter if the engine
does not reach self-sustaining before expiration of the time interval.
This is to prevent starter motor damage, which might result, for
instance, from a reduction in insolation during startup, allowing the
motor to continue running.
the N set
point decreases in order to maintain 1540°F turbine inlet 	
.In a normal shutdown, the insolation decreases an
temperature.
When the N setpoint reaches approximately 65- percent speed, the
turbine inlet temperature will begin decreasing and, with further
decreases in insolation, the engine output power will continue to drop
until the engine is no longer self-sustaining. At this point, the
engine will decelerate to zero speed.
6.3 Protection Logic
Two conditions are envisioned that will require provisions for
avoiding damage to the equipment.
o	 Receiver outlet or turbine inlet over-temperature
o	 Rotor overspeed.
Should an overtemperature condition or an overspeed condition be
sensed, the control will provide a signal to turn the concentrator
away from the sun and shutdown the BE/G and module. Should subsequent
transient analysis of the solar power module show these provisions to
be too slow, a fast response valve can be used to bypass flow or therm-
odynamic energy to provide rapid response to the overspeed and/or
overtemperature condition, thus allowing time for the concentrator to
be directed away from the sun.
d7.0 ENGINE/GENERATOR INTERFACES
7.1 Envirc:ment - Attitude With Respect to Gravity
The engine/generators are designed to he mounted at the focus of
a concentrator such that the engine will 1,ic, subjected to a variety of
attitudes both while operating and not operating. The required range
of attitudes for oil-lubricated Configurations A and B was limited by
considering them applicable only to azimuth over elevation type con-
centrator mounts (as distinct from equatorial mounts). Figure 7-1
shows an azimuth over elevation concentrator in a typical sun tracking
position. Daily tracking of the sun is accomplished by a combination
of azimuth positioning and elevation positioning. Azimuth positioning
rotates the base in a plane normal to the earth's local gravity
vector, while elevation positioning tilts the mirror centerline rela-
tive to this plane. The daily elevation motion of the Brayton
engine/generator assembly relative to the earth's gravity vector will
not exceed a maximum of 90 0 total excursion as shown in Figure 7-2. If
the B/EG is designed so the axis about which the turbocompressor rotor
turns is oriented perpendicular to the axis of the concentrator and
normal to the earth's gravity vector, the oil-lubricated bearings and
oil sump will experience a total of only 90' roll motion, and no
pitching.
By selecting 45° elevation as the normal design position for Con-
figuration A or B, the BE/G oiling and scavenging systems need to be
capable of accommodating only t45° roll motion. Since the existing
hardware selected for the A and B turbocompressors does not now
possess this capability, some redesign will be required to accommodate
this range of roll motion.
Configuration C should be inherently capable of operation at any
roll and pitch attitude, hence offering more freedom of design choice
relative to the concentrator mount system and the layout of the turbo-
compressor within the BE/G assembly. However, extra design attention
must by given to any turbocompressor installation that requires an
operation over a significant range of pitch attitudes. Thrust bearing
loads and stability of the journal bearings must be considered as the
axis of rotation departs from the conventional perpendicular relation-
ship to the earth's gravity vector.
Stowing the concentrator and returning the concentrator to the
morning position at nightfall will cause the BE/G attitude to change
at the rate of 30 0 per minute through 240 0
 of azimuth and/or 90° of
elevation. The engine/generator should not experience unacceptable
gyroscopic or other reactions from angular velocities of this magni-
tude.
If the concentrator stow position is facedown (i.e., the concen-
trator collector axis vertical downward), this would increase the roll
motion on the engine to +90 0 .	 This would impose an additional
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3requirement on the gearbox design. The gearbox design work (and
hardware modifications) would be more extensive if the BE/G were
required to be operational while in the -90 0
 attitude. (This opera-
tional requirement would arise only in the case of a hybrid BE/G).
7.2 Environment - Ambient Pressure, Temperature, Sand, and Dust
Environmental interfaces are considered to include the effect of
ambient pressure and temperature, wind, sand and dust. The design
altitude range is from sea level to 5000 ft, the design ambient temp-
erature range is -20 O F to +109°F at 5000 ft and +10°F to +140 OF at sea
level, and the design air conditions include blowing sand in wind to
30 mph with gusts to 50 mph. The effects of ambient pressure and tem-
perature on performance are covered in Sections 4.0 and 6.1, in which
performance at off-design ambient are estimated for the three Configu-
rations A, B, and C. The ambient pressure and temperature range is
expected to fall well within the operating capability limits of the
oil lubrication systems for Configurations A and B, and the gas bear-
ing system for Configuration C. Likewise, the effects of wind on E/G
performance and control stability should not be significant. Blowing
sand will be accommodated by an inlet air filter that will require
service at intervals depending on the severity of the entrained con-
taminants.
7.3 Noise
The major sources of noise in a gas turbine engine are aerody-
namic phenomena (compressor and turbine blade passing and broadband
noise) and phenomena associated with gear meshing. For an AiResearch
generator set utilizing an unrecuperated GTP36-51 gas turbine, typical,
noise levels around the generator set at a 25-foot radius vary from 74
to 78 dBA at a 20 kW load condition.
The BE/Gs discussed in this report differ from conventional open
cycle gas turbines due to the presence of the inlet air filter, insula-
tion, and the recuperator. These three features are expected to sub-
stantially attenuate engine noise levels from all sources except the
gearbox.
Gearbox noise will remain present in Engines A and B, but is not
expected to be at levels that would be of concern. Engine C, which is
mounted on gas bearings and is without a gearbox, is expected to be even
more quiet.
7.4 Mechanical Interfaces
The engine/generator mechanical interfaces with the rest of the
system are listed below. These interfaces appear readily amenable to
normal analysis and design with the possible exception of the exhaust
duct to atmosphere.
97
o	 Hot ducts to and from receiver
4.0-inch diameter for Configuration A and C
3.0-inch diameter for Configuration 8
o	 Receiver temperatue sensor lines (estimated quantity - 2)
o	 Structural tie with receiver and concentrator frame
o	 Control and instrumentation lines
0	 Electrical power output lines
o	 Starter motor power lines
o	 Exhaust duct to atmosphere
The heat exhaust from a solar only engine will be clean air and
only pressure drop, temperature and possible atmospheric distortion
effects will be of concern in the design phase. For hybrid engines
employing fossil fuel combustion, the possibility of contaminating the
concentrator surface must be avoided.
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8.0 PRODUCTION IMPLEMENTATION
Production implementation task objectives were to assess the
technology status, production cost, durability and growth potential
for production (or commercialized) versions of open and closed cycle
Brayton engines. To facilitate the accomplishment of this task, a
production configuration was defined and used as a basis for discus-
sion. This production configuration is an open cycle Brayton engine
and was identified as Configuration PC-5. Figure 8-1 depicts this
configuration, which differs only slightly from the first generation
engine, C-5. The differences are in configuration of detail parts to
facilitate mass production and use of appropriate materials. The
materials assumed for PC-5 are listed on Table 8-I.
8.1 Technology Status
8.1.1 Production Methods and Com ponent Technolo
Production methods were assessed to determine those that might be
cost effective for producing the PC-5 configuration at a rate of
10,000 to 100,000 units per year. Table 8-II lists some of the produc-
tion methods identified for the compressor, recuperator and permanent
magnet generator. Table 8-III tabulates key components and an esti-
mate of the development status of the technology for each.
Keeping in mind that the production and component technologies
listed in Tables 8-II and 8-III relate to the PC-5, an engine intended
for high production rates, it is important to examine to what extent
these technologies will be demonstrated in Configurations A, B and C,
selected as first-generation engines for test in 1980 and 1981-2. It
is impractical to tool up for use of mass production methods for
annual production rates in the range from ? tc 100 or even 1000, which
are the rates that might be eXpected fc the first generation engines.
The key component technologies, however, could all be demonstrated in
first--generation engines as discussed and summarized by Figures' 5-1
and 5-2, depending on the funds and calendar times available. The
impact on test engine availability of incorporating the key technol-
ogies is estimated as shown in Table 8-IV. The selected near-term
configuration, A-1, relies on oil-lubricated bearings and a gearbox-
driven 400 Hz synchronous generator to minimize schedule and cost, and
to accommodate use of an existing GTP36-51 engine. Taking approxi-
mately 2 to 4 months longer, Configuration A-5 (also based on the
GTP36-51), can include both gas bearings and a direct-drive permanent
magnet generator. Although the A-7 configuration (a modification of
the AGA turbocompressor) already has gas bearings, the turbocompressor
is too small for the design thermal input power, 72.7 kwUsing this
turbocompressor would require (a) operation at a spee td higher than
current AGA requirements or (b) dumping the thermal energy in excess
of the turbocompressor"s capability on days with high insolation:
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8.1.2 GTCP36-51 Tk<:"nnology Status,
The GTP36-51 engine power section was selected as the existing
base for the Configuration A requirement on the basis of the following
characteristics:
	
•	 An existing proven design
	
•	 A near-optimum performance match with PCU requirements
	
•	 A recent aerodynamic design with high operating efficiency
	o	 Engine design is a simple, reliable, one-spool rotating
group
The GTP36-51 gas turbine (Figure 8-2) was developed for the U.S.
Army as prime mover for a ruggedized 30 kW, 50/60/400 Hz field port-
able generator set. Operating at 80,000 rpm with suitable reduction
gearing for each output frequency, the engine has efficient aerody-
namic components and displays low noise and vibration characteristics.
As a part of a company-sponsored development program, one of these
engines was recently coupled to a plate-fin recuperator and demon-
strated the expected reduction in fuel consumption and the ability of
the combustor to successfully operate with recuperated combustor inlet
temperature.
The GTP36-51 gas turbine also is being evaluated in a 600 gpm
arctic refueling system. This system has recently completed an 870-
hour endurance test and has proven its ability to operate with kero-
sene and diesel fuels. The system is currently being evaluated in
Alaska. As a part of this program, a GTP36-51 gas turbine with
unfiltered inlet was recently subjected to a severe environmental test
involving extreme temperatures and altitudes, rain, dust, and sand.
The GTP36-51 gas turbine is a modern state-of-the-art engine.
Although this engine has not yet been produced in quantity, it is
designed for high-volume, low-cost production through the use of
simple elements and rugged cast components wherever possible. The
power section has a single-spool rotating group consisting of a cen-
trifugal compressor and radial inflow turbine overhung from a rolling
element bearing system. It is conservatively estimated that the
GTP36-51 could be incorporated into the Configuration A
-1 in about 16
months, according to the schedule shown in Figure• 8-3.
8.2 Production Cost
Open cycle PC-5 configuration production costs were estimated for
a baseline rate of 10,000 units per year. These numbers were then
ratioed by empirical factors to obtain costs at other production
rates. Table 8-V lists the estimated labor and material costs for the
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major components.	 A closed. cycle engine configuration would cost
about $540 more because of the requirement for a cooler.
Table 8 -'VI provides estimated factors that may be applied to the
baseline 10,000 unit/year production costs to obtain costs for other
production rates. For instance, if it were desired to estimate pro-
duction costs for 1,000,000 units per year, one would multiply the
baseline PC-5 cost ($5270) by 0.71 to obtain the cost at the higher
production rate.
TABLE 8-VI. ESTIMATED EFFECT OF PRODUCTION RATE
	
Production	 Normalized Unit Cost
(Units/Year)
	
100	 3.75
	
1,000	 1.80
	
10,000	 1.00
	
100,000	 0.85
	
1,000,000
	 0.71
8.3 Durability
Durability (life) of the Brayton engine/generator is important in
estimating the cost of generating power using a solar Brayton plant.-
A 30-year ultimate objective for commercialized production engines and
a 10-year intermediate objective were established as design goals'for
the purpose of selecting technologies and BE /G component types.
Utilizing brushless generators, gas bearings, and avoiding gearboxes
and other oil-lubricated components were key elements in designing to
meet the ultimate durability goal. In the detail design of commer-
cialized production units, stress levels and materials will first be
selected to make the oxidation and rupture or creep compatible with
life objectives. When these design and material selections conflict
with production cost bogies for labor, machine time or raw material,
compromises will be required. In some instances, it may prove more
cost effective to add provisions for component maintenance and
periodic replacement rather than hold rigidly to an extended design
life requirement. The PC-5 configuration, however, is conceptually
compatible with the 30-year objective as explained by the durability
criteria listed in Table 8-VII.
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TABLE 8-VII. DURABILITY CRITERIA.
FAILURE MODES THAT BOUND THE USEFUL LIFE
OF THE ENGINE/GENERATOR
Component Failure Modes
Permanent Magnet Insulation loss
Generator rotor failure
impeller Blade fatigue
Turbine Blade fatigue
Foil Bearings Loss of foil properties from
overtemperature
Loss of coating from
excessive start/stop
Control Module Functional failure of tempera-
ture sensors
Recuperator Low cyo le fatigue from
excessive start/stop cycles
Loss of structural capability and
pressure integrity from over-
temperature
Production engine reliability also was assessed first from the
standpoint of possible failure modes and then from the standpoint of
expected annual maintenance cost arising from the combination of fail -
ure (unscheduled maintenance) modes and scheduled maintenance.
Table 8-VIII lists the estimated MTBFs and estimated unscheduled
maintenance costs per unit per year for each major system component.
The cost values were derived by assuming 3300 hours/year operation and
multiplying by the estimated replacement component cost to arrive at
an unscheduled maintenance cosh per unit per year. An assumption of
maintenance action "on condition" only was made for all operation
except inlet air filter replacement. When the unscheduled and sched-
uled maintenance costs are combined, the estimated total maintenance
cost is approximately $116/year.
Table 8-IX lists four alternate concepts for ,increasing the sys-
tem life expectancy from 10 to 30 years. Alternative l would be to
reduce the operating temperatures, accept a performance penalty of 1
or 2 efficiency points, and gain an extension of design life. Alter-
native 2 would be to replace all life-limiting components at the end
of 10 years and again at the end of 20 years so that a 30-year life is
achieved. Alternative 3 would be to run the engine to failure, then
replace the failed parts and repeating this cycle until 30 year life
is achieved. Alternative 4 would be to initially design the E/G for 30
years life.
The effects of these alternatives on BE/G performance, production
cost and annual operating cost also are listed in Table 8-IX. A
detailed analysis would be required to determine the impact of the
alternatives listed on the life cycle cost of the solar power module.
8.4 GROWTH POTENTIAL
Growth potential of the Brayton engine generator was assessed
from two points of view, both important contributors toward achieving
competitive cost of power produced with Solar Brayton systems.
o	 Reduced production and operating costs
o	 Increased power conversion efficiency
8.4.1. Reduced Costs
Brayton engine/generator production costs discussed in
Section 8.2 were based on the assumed realization of the low cost
potential of (a) a high annual production rate (b) a simple, metallic
engine design having relatively few parts, and (c) the low maintenance
cost of an engine with gas bearings and direct-drive generator. As
new low cost materials and manufacturing methods become available,
these, too, may be used to further reduce production costs.
	 For
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instance, when ceramic hardware is developed for higher temperature,
higher performa ylce automobile gas turbine engines, use of ceramics may
also contribute substantially to reduce production costs of solar
Brayton engine parts such as the recuperator, turbine rotor and high-
temperature housings. Similarly, as the electronics and generator
industries achieve economies in manufacturing permanent magnet gener-
ators, rectifiers, inverters and microprocesser type controls, these
too will be reflected in reduced Brayton engine/generator production
costs.
8.4.2 Increased Efficiency
Estimated power conversion efficiencies of the A, B and C config-
urations selected in this study are listed in Table 8-X. Performance
of these engines is a result of an attempt to achieve the best possible
efficiency using existing hardware or designs for a 1500°F metallic
engine design, and an attempt to rigorously account for all possible
losses so that when first-generation demonstrator engines are first
evaluated, there will be no surprises. Consequently, when looking
down the road at a production configuration, there are several areas
listed in Table 8-XI in which potential exists for growth. Some of
these are discussed below.
o Turbine Inlet Temperature T High turbine inlet tempera-
ture is one of the most obvious areas for growth. Simply
operating the A-1 engine at higher temperatures (with appro-
priate adjustment in the heat exchanger and ducting design
will result in a change in output and efficiency shown on
Figure 8-4. Power match with the input thermal power of
72.7 kW for operation at turbine inlet temperatures other
than 150°F is achieved by changing the rotor speed as shown
in the figure. For the range of T7 shown, an increase of
about two efficiency points at the engine output shaft is
achieved per 100°F increase in turbine inlet temperature.
The GTP36-51 in its current generator set configuration-is
designed for 1.600°F continuous, and 1750°F standby opera-
tion.
With ceramic components, recuperated Brayton engine opera-
tion in the range of 2100 to 2500°F, should be possible,
yielding efficiencies at the engine shaft i;n the 40- to 45-
percent range.
o
	
	 System Pressure Drop - A nominal system pressure drop
(including receiver) of about 10 percent was assumed for the
A-1 design. Increasing duct diameters and flow passage
areas in components such as the recuperator and receiver
will result in a system performance gain of about one point
efficiency for two points reduction in system pressure loss.
Evaluating the cost effectiveness, on a system basis, of
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TABLE 8-X. PERFORMANCE SUMMARY, 20 KWe ENGINE/GENERATOR ASSEMBLIES. A
CONFIGURATION
A-1 B-3 C-5
AT THE ENGINE OUTPUT SHAFT
SHAFT POWER (CSP)	 kW  22.9 21.6 22.8
EFFICIENCY (CSP ; QE ) 0.315 0.297 0.314
AT THE SOLAR POWER MODULE TERMINALS
 19.1 17.6 20.3DC ELECTRIC POWER (MEP)	 kW
EFFICIENCY (MEP - QE ) 0.263 0.242 0.279
AT THE 60 HZ BUS BAR
60 HZ ELECTRIC POWER (NEP)	 kW  18.0 16.5 19.1
EFFICIENCY (NEP : QE ) 0.248 0.227 0.263
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TABLE 8-XI. EFFICIENCY GROWTH POTENTIAL.
• Higher Turbine Inlet Temperature
Metallic Concepts
Ceramic Concepts
• Larger Recuperator (Increased ER)
• Reduced System Pressure Loss Ratio
(Increased P)
• Improved Aerodynamic Component Efficiency
Compressor
Turbine
• Increased Generator Efficiency
o Increased Rectifier and Inverter Efficiency
• Reduced Parasitic Losses
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Figure 8-4. Effect of Turbine Inlet Temperature (T7)
on Performance and Speed of
Configuration A-1.
changing the system pressure drop would be required prior to
making any large change in system pressure drops.
o	 Recu erator - A highly effective recuperator is past of the
Configuration A-1 design. Some additional performance
improvement is possible by further increases in the recuper-
ator size. An evaluat,n indicated a gain of one point
efficiency for a 35-peccirnt increase in recuperator size.
Since the current A-1 recuperator design was selected on the
basis of minimum cost per kilowatt of the complete solar
power module, further increases in the recuperator size
should be evaluated for overall impact on the overall system
cost effectiveness.
o Compressor and Turbine Efficiency The current aerodynamic
performance of A Research production, gas turbines is an
advanced, well developed state of the art. The existing
GTP36-51 is an example of this state of the art. Further
gains in compressor and turbine performance can however, be
expected. For planning purposes, it is noted that approxi-
mately two points efficiency at the engine shaft would
result from developments that increase the compressor and
turbine efficiencies by one point each. Speculation that
possible future performance increases are applicable to
solar Brayton engines should be tempered until the manufac-
turing method of the mass-produced components is firmly
established, and the impact, if any, that mass production
cost considerations will have on compressor and turbine
design.
o Electronic Components and Generator Efficient Dispersed
solar Brayton plant system considerations le to the selec-
tion of a variable frequency high speed generator, and rec-
tifer to produce easily paralleled DG power, and an inverter
to create 60 Hz power compatible with the 60 Hz power grid.
Losses in these components are substantial, and in the A-1
design, reduce the efficiency at the bus bar almost seven
points. If it should prove feasible to directly drive a 60
Hz generator, approximately three of these points would be
recovered, but an offsetting penalty should then be assessed
for the impact that use of induction generators would have
on the balance of the 60 Hz grid. In the period prior to
full commercialization of eolar Brayton plants, some
improvement in generator, rectifier, and inverter efficien-
cies should be expected. Assuming one point improvement in
each of these three components would recover approximately
0.6 points BEJG efficiency at the 60 Hz bus bar.
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A summary of the potential for growth is provided in Table 8-XI:I.
These values indicate both the current attractiveness of and the
potential for growth of Brayton cycle engines for dispersed solar
power applications.
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APPENDIX A
ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SYMBOLS
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ABC
AGA
BE/G
BOP
BRU
C BC
CSP
COMP
DTURB
EAL
E/G
Er
GEP
GTP
GRI
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APPENDIX A
	 s1.
ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SYMBOLS
ATMOSPHERIC BRAYTON CYCLE
IDENTIFICATION GIVEN TO THE TURBOCOMPRESSOR COMPONENT
OF 10-TON REFRIGERATION UNIT BEING DEVELOPED UNDER
CONTRACT TO THE AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
BRAYTON ENGINE/GENERATOR, ALSO E/G AND PCU
BALANCE OF PLANT
BRAYTON ROTATING UNIT. A TURBOCOMPRESSOR PREVIOUSLY
DEVELOPED UNDER CONTRACT TO NASA LERC
CLOSED BRAYTON CYCLE
CYCLE SHAFT POWER (kW M)
COMPRESSOR WHEEL DIAMETER (INCHES)
TURBINE WHEEL DIAMETER (INCHES)
ELECTRIC ACCESSORY LOAD
ENGINE/GENERATOR, ALSO PCU
RECUPERATOR TEMPERATURE EFFECTIVENESS (DIMENSIONLESS)
GENERATOR ELECTRIC POWER OUTPUT (kW 
e )
GAS TURBINE POWER UNIT
GAS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
INSOLATION (kW/m2)
METER(S)
WORKING FLUID MASS FLOW (LBS/SEC). NUMERIC SUBSCRIPTS
REFER TO STATIONS IDENTIFIED ON BRAYTON ENGINE/
GENERATOR DIAGRAM (FIGURE 3-1)
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ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SYMBOLS (Contd)
MW , MF , MC	 MASS FLOW, LBS/SEC, WATER, FUEL f COOLANT
MEP	 MODULE ELECTRIC POWER OUTPUT (kW 
e )
NT	 ROTATIONAL SPEED OF TURBOCOMPRESSOR (RPM)
N 	 ROTATIONAL SPEED OF GENERATOR (RPM)
NGG GAS GENERATOR ROTATIONAL SPEED (RPM) FOR MULTI-SPOOL
ENGINE
NPT POWER TURBINE ROTATIONAL SPEED (RPM) FOR MULTI-SPOOL
ENGINE
NSC COMPRESSOR SPECIFIC SPEED - (W ^/O_/8) RPM-FT 3/4/S1/2
NSC * COMPRESSOR INLET SPECIFIC SPEED (DIMENSIONLESS)
NEP NET ELECTRIC POWER OUTPUT (kW
e )
NSP NET SHAFT POWER TO GENERATOR (kWm)
P PRESSURE ( PSIA)- NUMERIC SUBSCRIPTS, WHEN USED, REFER
TO STATIONS IDENTIFIED ON ENGINE DIAGRAM (FIGURE 3-1)
PCU POWER CONVERSION UNIT, ALSO BE/G AND E/G
PEL PARASITIC
	
ELECTRIC	 POWER
	 LOSS	 TO	 ELECTRIC
	
DRIVEN
ACCESSORIES (kWe)
PFDR POINT-FOCUSING DISTRIBUTED RECEIVER
PFE PACIFIC FRUIT EXPRESS
PMG PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR
PPL PARASITIC PLANT LOSSES
PSL PARASITIC SHAFT POWER LOSS TO DRIVEN ACCESSORIES (kW)
Q HEAT FLOW OR THERMAL POWER (kWt)
QC THERMAL POWER FROM COMBUSTOR (kWd
QE THERMAL POWER TO ENGINE = Q 	 + QC (kWt)
QEL HEAT LOSS FROM ENGINE SURFACES (kWt)
QE THERMAL POWER FROM RECEIVER (kWt)
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ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SYMBOLS (Contd)
QS HEAT FROM CYCLE TO SINK (kWt)
REP RECTIFIED ELECTRIC POWER OUTPUT (kW 
e )
r COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO
r 
TURBINE PRESSURE RATIO
SABC SUBATMOSPHERIC BRAYTON CYCLE
SAL SHAFT ACCESSORY LOAD
T TEMPERATURE, °F, NUMERIC SUBSCRIPTS, WHEN USED, REFER
TO STATIONS	 IDENTIFIED ON BRAYTON
	 ENGINE/GENERATOR
DIAGRAM (FIGURE 3-1)
TSL ROTATING GROUP LOSSES (BEARINGS, SEALS, WINDAGE)
WFG WOUND FIELD GENERATOR SUCH AS A RICE OR LUNDELL TYPE
CYCL
(
E	 PRESSURE	 LOSS	 FRACTION	 (DIMENSIONLESS,
	 I.E.,
-	 PP	 (rT/rC)lLa 	\ 1
AP/P .PRESSURE LOSS RATIO
^)C COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY
^1G GENERATOR EFFICIENCY
77COMB COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY
'qCSP ENGINE CYCLE SHAFT POWER EFFICIENCY = CPS = QE
11ETS ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT SYSTEM EFFICIENCY
71GB GEARBOX EFFICIENCY
'7GEP ENGINE ELECTRIC POWER EFFICIENCY AT GENERATOR TERMI-
NALS = GEP = QE
'7INV INVERTER EFFICIENCY
'9MEP MODULE ELECTRIC POWER EFFICIENCY = MEP = QE
'INEP NET ELECTRIC POWER EFFICIENCY OF PLANT = NEP : QE
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ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SYMBOLS (Contd)
77R	 RECTIFIER EFFICIENCY
?IT	 TURBINE EFFICIENCY
TRANS	 TRANSFORMER EFFICIENCY
APPENDIX B
PERFORMANCE OF ENGINE/GENERATORS
FOR 15.4 TO 63.5 kW 
PRECEDING PACE BLANK NOT FILMED
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